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Fast-paced and mysterious - will have you guessing all the way to the end.#1 Bestseller sold in

more than 100.000 copies.Emma Frost inherits a house on Fanoe Island when her grandmother

dies. She decides to move there with her family, much to her teenage daughter's regret. One

morning a wealthy old woman in her street is found murdered and soon Emma finds herself

wrapped in a mystery uncovering the island's dark secrets reaching all the way into her own

family.From the author of the  Bestselling Rebekka Franck-series comes a new mystery destined to

keep you up all night. It is followed by the sequel Miss Polly had a Dolly. WARNING: Graphic

violence. - A great start to a new series! - This is a terrific story, horror, psychological thriller, murder

mystery all rolled into one. - The ending was totally unexpected. Grab a copy today.
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I love murder mysteries and this would of been a good one. Unfortunately the writer added graphic

details of child rape and molestation that had NOTHING to do with the story line at all. It was not at

all part of the mystery plot and made the book turn my stomach. . I wanted a murder mystery

without a description of a pointless disgusting very detailed scene of the raping of a child and



graphic detail of another small child being molested :( Will be skipping any other books by this

author.

Couldn't finish this. The crimes were way too violent and explicit for my taste. Also this book was not

well edited: words transposed, words omitted; sloppy.

Explicit details of horror page after page were simply too much for me. I quit reading after three

chapters. The descriptions of various murders came too often with not enough buffer between.

In my opinion, the book, or this edited version of the book, was very poorly written. Sentence

structure and grammar was awful! I didn't take the time to see if this was a translated piece, but if

so, the translator didn't know the English language very well.

The writing was at best, pedestrian.There are many mistakes in grammar and word usage. The

story is too preposterous. Every gruesome human failing is included even though it adds nothing to

the story. The fact that she sells books at all says a lot about the intellectual level of the reading

public. This book is just dreadful!

I agree with other readers too much graphic descriptions of cannabilsm and child molestation which

did not add to the story. Unlike some readers I didn't even find the ending surprising, I thought it was

pretty obvious. There was in fact no mystery as the past and present ran together throughout the

story. I'm actually surprised that I even finished the book but I wouldn't recommend it to friends and I

won't read another book by this author. This is a horror story not a true mystery and frankly the

whole plot was quite unbelievable.

Willow Rose may have produced another top notch mystery series. Her Rebekka Franck books are

outstanding (though still anxiously waitingthe final book) and now the Emma Frost series is off to the

same suspenseful and exciting start.I will not give a synopsis as you can get that from the book

page, but let me say great character developement and never a dull moment. Highly recommend

this book.

I JUST FINISHED THE REBEKKA FRANCK SERIES AND WAS SORRY TO SEE IT END. I. WAS

LOOKING FOR A NEW SERIES.READ ITSY BITSY SPIDER YESTERDAY.I ENJOYED IT SO



MUCH I BOUGHT THE OTHER TWO IN THE SERIES.IM LOOKING FORWARD TO MORE OF

THIS KIND BY THIS AUTHOR.
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